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The Five CRITICAL Sales Challenges
Facing Every Company, Everywhere in 2018
Over the holidays, I have
been contemplating what I
believe are the most
significant challenges most
companies will face in 2018
and I have managed to reduce my list to
just five.
am continually surprised to discover just how few
companies have a formal business development
strategy. The norm appears to be "If we throw
enough mud at the wall, some of it is bound to stick –
eventually.” For "mud" you should read "resources."
This "Quixotic" mantra is costly, unproductive and
naive.
There are so many solutions available today
which assist frontline sales professionals to
accurately target potential clients/customers  not
to mention resources like LinkedIn etc. It is
incomprehensible to me that the majority of
organizations are still flailing in the dark.
For example, how many companies do you know

I
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that can tell you exactly what each lead is costing
them? This then, is Challenge One: Finding the
Opportunities.
Challenge Two: Sales Enablement
It is estimated that at least 50% of frontline
salesmen and women failed to hit quota in 2017.
Why? Targets set too high? Maybe in some cases, it
could be suggested that, in a continuing flatline
economy, expectations were unrealistic. But my
personal opinion is that we are now witnessing the
inevitable results of all those training budget cuts,
which were implemented eight or nine years ago
when the recession began to bite.
The reality is that you cannot expect an under
equipped and an inadequately armed army to win
battles  let alone the war!
There is ample and reliable evidence to suggest
that, for every $ spent on appropriate and relevant
sales team development, a return of $100 should be
anticipated in incremental revenue gained  it isn't
rocket science.
But do note the highlighted words  appropriate
and relevant.

Editorial

Challenge Three: Customer Experience
Management
For more years than I can remember, I have been
"crusading" for greater customer focus and for
organizations to work to prevent the constant drip
of departing clients out of the backend  almost as
fast as new ones are coming on board at the front
end. How many times do we commentators have to
point out that it costs at least 15 times more to first
attract, then qualify, and then sell to a new customer
as it does an existing one? How many times do we
have to highlight surveys that shout at us that the
most common reason companies change suppliers is
because of a perceived lack of interest? (71% was
the number I heard last…)
How many vendors do you know who have,
amongst all the data they examine every year,
accurately calculated the true cost of all the
customers they lost in any given period? And if you
do know any, I am prepared to wager that not one of
them included the total costs of winning that
customer in the first place!
The reality is that standards of customer care
have never been so bad  it is a selfperpetuating
downward spiral. We actually no longer remember
poor service  we expect it. But we are surprised
when we receive good service! How sad is that…?
The good news is that any company, who is
prepared to raise their game by just a few
percentage points, will stand out from the mediocre
rest!
Challenge Four: Controlling Costs
Nobody should ever doubt that the successful
formula for any company looking to survive today 
let alone thrive  is to constantly look for ways to
reduce costs, whilst increasing profits. Note my
emphasis on profit, rather than revenue. A very wise
old mentor of mine  a keen golfer  once said to me
"Jonathan, we always drive for revenue, but we putt for
profit" and how right he was...
It is a fallacy to believe the responsibility for
ensuring an organization's financial health and

stability lies solely with the “gray men” in accounts.
Every individual has a part to play, and especially the
sales team  the engine room of any firm – because,
although it has become a wellworn cliché, nothing
really does happen until we sell something.
Our role is to maximize the profitability of every
single deal  that means examining the true costs.
Net margin is NOT simply selling price less buyin
price. True profitability takes into account all of the
costs associated with creating the lead in the first
place; it allows for all of the presales meetings 
including qualification, faceface presentations, and
negotiation. These are all time consuming and cost
bearing activities. Then there is the value we must
place on aftersales support or technical input. Only
when we truly understand the real cost of each sale
can we begin to understand how we are able to
improve our profitability.
Much of this is down to control, and that leads
me onto...
Challenge Five: Leading from the Front
The average tenure of a sales manager today is less
than two years  actually, if the manager was
promoted from within because they were the most
successful salesperson on the team, the average
duration comes down to eighteen months. These
statistics are quite shocking, but not surprising. This
role has become the least secure in most
organizations today.
Show me an underperforming sales team and I
will show you an incompetent, poorly trained and
inadequate sales manager… This role has now
become critical.
So, these are my "Critical 5." It is by no means an
exhaustive list but please note my emphasis on the
n
word “critical.”

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here
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Rule of 24, the Future of B2B Client
Engagement

Jonathan Farrington Interviews Daniel
Conway and Bob Riefstahl the Co-Authors
of a Brand New Book.
TSW – What compelled you to write the book?
Dan – In working with the best and brightest
technology and software firms across the globe from
the largest top 10 Enterprises to startups, we are
seeing a massive shift; a sea change if you will on
how organizations are needing to adapt to today’s
B2B buyer expectations. Today’s consumer in a B2C
environment is accustomed to a variety of tools to
enable selfdriven research to get the information
when they want and the way that they want it. For
example, they seamlessly access helpful videos about
products and solutions, read reviews, and gain
immediate interaction with the vendor. In our
personal lives, buying is easier than ever and most
importantly an empowering experience, as buyers
can drive their preferred method of how they
purchase an item, where they dine, or what hotel
they stay in. The reality of today’s B2C buyer is that
the experience is fast, easy and frictionless.
Therefore, there is a rise in expectations of today’s
B2B buyer craving that same experience. Yet, in
today’s B2B environment the buyer or client’s
experience is not as enjoyable as they have less tools
from vendors to allow them to drive the decisions the
way they do in their B2C lives. This is where the
collision appears and it’s not only frustrating for
buyers, but ineffective for sellers and devastating for
organizations as B2C buyer expectations are clashing
with traditional company B2B selling models.

8
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Bob – That’s exactly where the title “Rule of 24, The
Future of B2B Client Engagement” comes from. For
example, in as little as four years ago, an enterprise
style prospect would likely give you three to four
weeks to prepare for a “finals” demo or presentation.
Let’s call it 24 days. That's not necessarily the case
anymore. Now, they're expecting you to do a demo
or presentation in as little as 24 hours. Or in a
subscription situation, in 2.4 seconds. The moment
they talk to somebody on a chat session, they want
their six questions answered, and they may even
want to have a demo of those six elements
TSW – That’s very interesting, how did you gather
this information from your clients?
Dan – We have an extensive database of clients
across industries, markets, and cultures of almost
50,000 that have been through a 2Win! training
program so we tapped that audience for our
research. This gives us a unique inside view into
where there is commonality in terms of the
challenges they are trying to solve to meet their
current client expectations.
For example, one data point extracted from our
research is that 68% of respondents believe B2B
buyers are more educated on product solutions prior
to the demo.
Bob  That means buyers are researching reviews,
YouTube, and other public sources on their own.
These facts change how you’ll want to educate
buyers before a sales call, presentation or demo, and
how you and your team engage in any of those key
client events.
TSW – Wow! Quite a change in market dynamics.
So, what is an example of how B2B sellers can
address these changes?
Bob – One of the ways you address the Rule of 24, is
to leverage recorded video. The ability for

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

salespeople to send out Personal videos, Demo
videos, and Impact videos to prospects and
customers, and then analyze and measure what
they're watching, and what they're sharing, enables
you to address the demands of buyers AND improve
the effectiveness of sellers. To be successful, you
need to create video content quickly, authentically,
and in a costeffective way. In the book we share how
we cracked the code to this monumental challenge.
Dan  Additionally, for you to truly address the rule of
24, your team needs to be ready at a moment’s
notice to demo or present effectively over the web.
However, here’s the challenge: our research shows
that 76% of respondents struggle with avoiding
multitasking during virtual presentations and demos.
That is an alarming statistic! You can’t effectively
address this aspect of the Rule of 24 if the buyer isn’t
even paying attention. In the book we provide
specific engagement techniques that can be
employed to keep your audience engaged.
TSW – So you talk about video and web demos,
what about inperson interactions, does the same
apply?
Dan – Great question, absolutely! Given today’s
audience are coming to the demonstration or sales
presentation with a higher level of selfresearch and
previous purchasing experience than ever before
being effective in in person interaction and honing
your skills for those interactions is critical. In fact,
59% believe that buyers are more directive in what
they want to see in a demo than they were just 4
years ago. Therefore, often in today’s demo
environment they buyer is trying to orchestrate the
demo which creates a need for sales and presales
professionals to be agile and yet still effectively
communicating your value proposition in that in
person interaction. This means that your team needs
to be able to effectively address these buyer
demands immediately.
Bob – Yes, we call this “Discovery on the Fly” and the
book provides specific techniques that sellers can use
to that improves their agility with demanding buyers

during live engagements. These techniques will help
them understand the motivations behind buyer’s
demands, the impact associated with those demands
and how to effectively respond in the moment.
TSW – This sounds like a must read for today’s B2B
Seller and Buyer! Are there any additional items you
would like to highlight addressed in the book?
Dan – Yes, meeting these trends head on is essential
for companies to be successful in today’s B2B
marketplace. However, addressing these shifts in
client expectations can seem organizationally
overwhelming but, there are simple steps the reader
can take today. In our book, we discuss several ways
an organization can immediately begin addressing the
Rule of 24.
Bob – For example, when thinking about how to start
creating demo videos, an immediate step leadership
can take is to leverage their existing sales
engagement team subject matter experts to build the
videos. They already know how to articulate the key
messages about their solution to prospects, so why
not have THEM build the videos?
Dan  In the book, you’ll learn how you address the
new challenges brought on by the Rule of 24,
including recorded video, virtual presentations &
demos, inperson interactions and organizational
execution. It’s a roadmap for the future of B2B Client
engagement and how organizations embrace the
Rule of 24, and meet buyers where they are. The new
battlefront across companies is the fight for the best
customer experience… bringing the B2C experience
to B2B and meeting the new reality of client
expectations, this is the rule of 24!
TSW – Thank to both of you for your time, this is
fascinating, and we can’t wait to read “Rule of 24” –
the Future of Client Engagement” it sounds like a
n
breakout book for 2018!

Daniel J. Conway is CEO & Partner and
Robert D. Riefstahl is CTO & Partner
at 2Win! Global. Find out more here
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Why Salespeople Aren’t Using
that BrandNew Sales Presentation
(and what to do about it)
Your organization just invested a lot of time and money creating a dazzling
new presentation for the sales team. So why, three months later, is no one
using it?!
ere are just a few of the reasons I hear from
salespeople: “It’s too much information. It’s
not my style. It’s already out of date. I can
never find what I need…”
While there’s some validity to these claims, when
salespeople “go rogue,” (i.e., use a hodgepodge of
content or throw out the presentation all together),
key messages get lost, and quality and accuracy
suffer – along with the customer and the
opportunity.

that drives the customer to take action. Typically,
both sales and marketing play a role in whether a
presentation is adopted, adapted, or discarded.
Here are some ways that both sales and
marketing can work together to improve the
creation, adoption and success of your
organization’s presentations.

Whose responsibility is it? Sales or
marketing?

1. Observe actual presentations. Presentations are
often created for ideal conditions – the salesperson
has adequate time, the decisionmakers are in the
room, everyone is paying attention, etc. Going on an
actual sales call will help marketing understand how
presentations are delivered and received in a variety

H

Despite all the talk of the disconnect between sales
and marketing, both share a common goal:
communicating the value of your solution in a way
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Marketing Actions to Improve Presentation
Adoption:

Julie Hansen

of realworld situations. Marketing can be a hero by
applying these insights toward solving the
challenges salespeople face in the field.
2. Break it into chunks. Because today’s customers
expect a tailored experience, salespeople need the
ability to easily edit a presentation. If one change
throws the whole deck off, salespeople are not
going to use it. Make it simpler for salespeople to
adapt content by creating a number of “chunks,” i.e.,
35 slides on a topic or subtopic. Chunks should be
selfcontained so that they are easy to add or delete
without affecting the overarching message of the
presentation.
3. Make it easy to find. Research shows that
salespeople spend an average of 440 hours a year
searching for content. Imagine if that time was put
back toward making quota?! Keep content in one
shared place with a good content management
solution. Create salesdefined keywords for
individual slides, sections or decks to make it easy
for salespeople to quickly locate what they need.
4. Keep it up to date. The market is changing
rapidly and it’s critical that salespeople have access
to uptodate content. Be ready for those changes
by keeping communication lines open between
marketing and sales. Sit in on sales meetings and
note what topics are trending and what questions
customers are asking.
Sales’ Actions to Improve Presentation
Effectiveness:
1. Take what you need... Before you discard a
presentation, weigh the pros and cons of using
something less than perfect vs. creating something
on the fly. It’s the rare presentation where there is
nothing good to salvage. Look for the positive and
keep an open mind. Perhaps there is a purpose
you’re unaware of, or new research findings that
justify the content in question. Ask for more

information before you throw the baby out with the
bathwater.
2. …And leave the rest. Unnecessary or irrelevant
slides? Lose them. There’s no law that you have to
use every slide in a deck (and if there is, break it!) Be
sure and hide or delete unwanted slides. If you skip
over them in front of your prospect, it gives the
impression that you didn’t take the time to
customize it (which would be accurate!)
3. Make it your own. Often presentations are
written in a way that doesn’t match your style. But
that doesn’t have to be a deal breaker. Good actors
learn techniques for taking someone else’s script
and delivering it as convincingly as if they’d written it
themselves. You can learn those techniques too.
4. Personalize your Open and Close. Openings and
closings are great places to add your own
personality and style. Open your presentation with a
unique story, an insight, or discovery findings.
Customize the closing by summarizing key points,
calling back to your initial objectives and outlining
next steps.
5. Go all in. Whatever presentation you end up
using, commit to it fully. Your client doesn’t need—or
want—to know that you didn’t create it or that you
would have done it differently “if you’d only had
time.” Being apologetic or embarrassed about what
you’re presenting only serves to damage your
credibility, as well as your company’s.
There will never be the “perfect” deck, but if both
sales and marketing work together they can ensure
that sales is delivering more consistently effective
presentations that resonate and drive sales with a
n
variety of customers.

Julie Hansen is President of Performance
Sales And Training. Find out more here
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Is That All There is to it?
When I began selling in the
1970’s sales was all about
prospecting, building
relationships, presenting
and closing. Four things.
Consultative selling was in its infancy.
Solution Selling hadn’t come along yet.
Networking was done face to face. CRM
didn’t exist. The internet wasn’t an idea
yet, so there was no email or fax and
personal computers were still a decade or
more away.

12
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oday? If you still do those four things you will
become obsolete before 2020. While you must
still get meetings scheduled, in a lot of
companies that would be the responsibility of
someone working the top of the funnel in an inside
sales role. Presenting? Your prospects can go online
and find what they need in a couple of clicks. If you
make a presentation or do a demo you are being
redundant. If you skip presenting, submit a quote or a
proposal and attempt to close you jumped the gun and
will not get the business.
If you drive a car that was built in 1980 it won’t
have Bluetooth, antilock brakes, shoulder harnesses,
leather seats, allweather radials, allwheel drive, rack
and pinion steering, pushbutton windows, automatic
6 and 8 speed transmissions, and the only SUV would

T

Dave Kurlan

be a jeep. A car built in the 80’s cars won’t get the job
done in 2018.
If that 80’s car won’t get the job done, why would
anyone expect that selling the way it was done in the
80’s would still be effective?
Yet in company after company, that’s exactly what
we see. And it’s not as simple as oldschool
manufacturers sell like the 80’s and cuttingedge
technology companies sell like 2018. Uhuh.
I work with a company that makes commercial lawn
mower decks and they sell like it’s 2018. I also work
with a SaaS company and they sell like it’s 1970, relying
on demos and pitch decks. The mower company has
tripled its sales in the last 5 years and revenue at the
SaaS company is flat as a sheet of plywood.
Modern selling begins with a customized and

optimized
forwardlooking,
milestonecentric,
customer focused, staged sales process with builtin
scorecards all integrated into a powerful, salesperson
friendly, CRM application. Most companies didn’t have
all of this even 5 years ago! A consultative
methodology requiring active listening and questioning
skills allows salespeople to uncover compelling reasons
to buy and helps to differentiate themselves from
everyone else. Relationships are built during these
conversations. A valuebased approach allows
companies to sell when their prices are higher than the
competition. A collaborative approach reinforces that
salespeople are working with prospects to achieve a
winwin outcome. Thorough qualifying assures
salespeople that they aren’t wasting their time and
provides parameters for an ideal costappropriate
solution. Quotes and proposals are needs and cost
appropriate and tied to compelling reasons to buy.
Presentations and demos are as needed. Closing takes
care of itself.
Modern selling has as much in common with its
1980’s parents as a 2018 Lexus has in common with a
1980 Toyota. People drove both models of cars and
salespeople used both approaches to selling but that’s
about all they have in common.
As this decade winds to a close, the world
continues to change at unprecedented speeds and
only the companies that continue to coursecorrect,
stay ahead of the curve, committed to being the best
and recognize that their revenue is driven by sales will
continue to grow.
The US economy is on the verge of a boom and the
rest of the world will likely follow and this is a great
time to focus on selling. Money will be available,
companies will invest, there will be tremendous
competition fighting for that business and only the
best sales forces will emerge victorious.
n
Will yours be among them?

Dave Kurlan is a bestselling author, Keynote
speaker and CEO of both Objective
Management Group and Kurlan & Associates.
Find more here
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Dan Weinfurter

Looking Back and Thinking Ahead:
2018 is Here Now
Hello everyone and
welcome to a new year. It is
early January and as such, it
is an appropriate time to
set some resolutions for
the new year.

f course, setting resolutions is a highly
situational and personal task, but that said, I
will offer up some suggestions in the spirit of
getting the readers thinking, perhaps as input to your
existing list. Or if you don’t yet have some specific
resolutions for 2018, maybe this will provide the
impetus to create one.

O

My list follows below:
1. Create, Don’t Compete
When one looks at the winners and losers in the
market, certain things become clear. For one, the
companies that tend to do the best are those entities
who figured out a way to do something different,
something better, compared to their competitive set.
For example, Apple figured out how to build products

that no one ever considered they needed but became
complete game changers. Salesforce discovered the
need for a new way to think about CRM. Whole
Foods established the legitimacy of a healthier
alternative to the standard grocery store. Uber, Airbnb
and other category leaders all discovered it is far
better to create than it is to compete. Certainly, all of
us must compete in the markets in which we operate.
Every organization ends up with competition
eventually. But competing solely on a better service
experience or a lower price is a very difficult strategy
to employ, and highly likely not to succeed over the
long term. Regardless of your role, the company you
work for or the team you lead, there are ways to
embrace the create don’t compete notion, by changing
your approach so that you can better articulate what
you do, how it is different from the alternatives, how it
is better, and then offer proof of this – from a
customer’s point of view and with a customer’s voice.
If you can effectively execute this this across your
entire organization, you will see meaningful and rapid
gains in productivity and revenue.
2. Grow or Die
In a book I wrote in 2013 (Second Stage
Entrepreneurship, Palgrave/Macmillan), I had a
chapter titled: Grow or Die. Nothing I have seen in the
four years that have passed since the publication of
the book has changed my view on this subject. If you
are running a company, or if you are in charge of a
sales team, or if you are in charge of your own life, you
must find a way to grow. Failure to do so sets in place
the path toward death. Death may not come quickly,
but it surely will come. Given that the alternative is
unpleasant, we should all be asking ourselves, are we
doing all we can to chart a future that sets in place the
most robust growth possible given the constraints we
face (i.e., the capital, free cash flow or time we have to
invest in growth initiatives)? Not all growth initiatives

TOP SALES MAGAZINE JANUARY 2018
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require cash, but real growth will not come without
investment of time and effort. For example, driving
increased revenue performance of a sales team does
not happen by accident. There are many levers that
can be pulled to drive growth; more people, better
people, enhanced training, sales focused technology,
better execution, etc. The important thing is to
determine the levers that will work best for your
situation and then plot out a written, specific and
measurable path to set yourself up for growth.
As important as it is to do this in a business
setting, it is equally important to commit to growth
on a personal level as well. Do you want to improve
your fitness, reduce your weight, gain knowledge
you do not have, learn a new skill, enhance your
relationship with a loved one or your family? As an
example, perhaps you can create a specific goal for
cycling miles for the year (higher than the previous
year), create a list of books to read, or commit to
places you wish to visit. It sounds a bit trite to say,
but just as lack of growth has real consequences for
a business, it does for a person. As you start the year
this January, can you articulate how you grew
personally and professionally in 2017, and how you
will grow in 2018?
Finally, one passing notion about growth. Driving
growth becomes a virtuous cycle. Growth creates
opportunities for talented employees. Talented
employees produce results far disproportionate to
the results produced by average or below average
people, which drives more growth which creates
more opportunity which attracts additional talented
individuals. You get the idea. The only downside to
this “Grow or Die” mantra is that if you have
recruited a very talented team based on the growth
premise, and you fail to deliver on this, you will likely
experience significant turnover as people will look
for other places to work that are delivering on the
promise. Grow or die.
3. A “Realistically Critical” View of Talent
The current statistics from CSOi regarding overall
sales performance remain depressing. Fully 50% of all

16
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salespeople failed to make quota last year, the fourth
straight year of declining performance. There are
many reasons, of course, for this situation, but my
interpretation of the data would suggest that well over
half of today’s sales professionals are not a good fit for
the role they are in. They do not possess the innate
behavioral competencies that are required for success
for the role. As a result, far too many do not perform
up to established standards. Sales leaders know who
their best performers are, and they generally know
their weak links. But far too many sales leaders are not
sufficiently “realistically critical” about their team. They
tolerate individuals who would be better served
working in a different role or at a different company.
They don’t make the hard decisions unless forced to.
I worked at GE when Jack Welch implemented the
famous (some may say infamous) forced ranking policy
in 1980. Take a look at the transformation that
occurred beginning in 1980. At the time GE was a $24
billion business, making $1.5 billion, with 400,000
employees. By 1985, employment had dropped to
300,000, revenue had grown to $32 billion, and profit
increased to $7.6 billion. By 1990, employment
remained constant at 300,000, but revenue rose to
$58 billion, and profit grew to $25 billion. Certainly,
there was a lot more going on at GE at this time than
just a focus on people. However, that said, the intense
focus on managing mediocrity out of the business had
an enormous impact and was a major force in driving
step change improvements in enterprise performance.
We may rationalize this situation by saying “this
was GE, they could afford to do this, but how does this
work, or does it even work at all in a smaller business?”
I’d argue that weeding out marginal performers is even
more essential in a smaller business than in a larger
enterprise. In emerging or smaller enterprises, each
job tends to be more difficult. You have fewer people,
so each person tends to matter more. A salesperson
gets zero credit for brand or reputation, capital is
tighter, multiple projects compete for the same limited
capital, and as such, each person needs to be the very
best the firm can recruit for the role as the individual
sales person, more so than the company, determines

Dan Weinfurter

success. Thus, the base line requirement for the role in
these situations is very high. Making the hard calls that
will set you up for getting better talent will have a
dramatic impact on your business and is well worth
the pain involved. You will see evidence that true “A”
level talent will deliver six to ten times the result as
someone who is average.
My recommendation for every leader is to form a
firm resolution at the beginning of this new year to a
specific plan to upgrade your talent to put yourself in a
better position to drive results. I would focus on value
creation roles only, of which sales clearly is. What is
the minimum acceptable level of upgrade? If you have
not been relentlessly focused on talent to date, I’d
start with at least 10% of your total team to be
upgraded for this year and then measure the
improvements that you will see. Even if you have been
focused on talent for some time, markets change,
strategy changes, and these forces typically result in
the need for different types of talent who have
different skills. This is not easy stuff to do, and it surely
is not fun. But it is the right thing to do and your
actions will absolutely will be appreciated by the 90%+
of the people who remain. Finally, I do not subscribe
to the rule of cutting an arbitrary and specific
percentage of your team each year as was
implemented at GE in the 80’s. I do however subscribe
to a policy of being realistically critical about each of
the team members you have, and then making the
hard calls necessary to change out the individuals
where an upgrade is warranted.
4. Team Development
All leaders serve many masters. We are beholden to a
Board or an Executive Team or to the Division Head,
but we drive results through a team we lead and
manage. As sales leaders, we are responsible for
developing sales strategy, implementing strategy,
hitting the revenue and profit plan, and recruiting and
developing a highperformance team, among other
tasks. For many of us, the last item mentioned above
becomes subordinated to all of the other management
tasks. We spend time in management meetings, we

meet with disaffected customers, we hone the
strategy to drive improvements, and we forecast and
reforecast the expected performance continuously.
And when we have time, we work on developing the
team. The urgent takes over the important. I’d suggest
instead that a good goal for 2018 is to reverse this
order mentioned above. As leaders, our first and most
important objective is to assemble, train, manage and
lead a high performing team. This only happens if the
leaders prioritize individual coaching and development
of the individuals they manage as their primary focus.
And it deserves to be the fundamental focus, as
having a highperforming TEAM is the only way to
drive results over time. You’ll be amazed how much
less time you need to spend forecasting and
reforecasting, for instance, if you have a great team
and you are well ahead of plan. Life is much better this
way.
5. More Fun
Finally, nearly every committed leader works long
hours in today’s world. It is hard to hide; technology
keeps all of us tethered to the job nearly 24/7. It is
extraordinarily difficult to unplug. But unplug we must
if we are to remain sharp. Further, life is too short to
not have fun. So, early in this new year, perhaps it
makes sense to create a list and commit to a course of
action that allows you to better smell the flowers on
the journey in the coming year. Go someplace new, do
something you have always wanted to do; have new
experiences, or do more of what you find most
enjoyable. But wake up each day happy to be alive and
hopefully healthy; make sure you take care of yourself
by increasing your enjoyment of your life day to day.
Those around you will appreciate it and so will you.
And, your performance on the job will benefit as well.
n
It is a winwin strategy for starting 2018.

Dan Weinfurter is the Chief Growth Officer
at DCR Workforce. He was formerly the
Founder and CEO of GrowthPlay and the
author of Second Stage Entrepreneurship. He
lives in Chicago. Find out more here
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Don’t Relive Groundhog Day
by Repeating Your Mistakes
Groundhog Day is a popular movie about Phil, a grumpy weather forecaster.
He finds himself trapped in a time loop while covering a story around the
ritual of Groundhog Day in Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania. The movie centers
around Phil’s need to change his behaviors or events will keep repeating
themselves.
his is a good time of the year to evaluate all
aspects of your sales organization and figure
out which events you don’t want to repeat in
2018. Here are a few behaviors to consider next
year.

T

excuses. Your behavior is forcing your sales
manager to focus on managing excuses, instead of
coaching for results. Eliminate weak explanations for
missed quotas:
l There’s just not enough time in the day. (Exactly

#1: Sales Managers: Stop hiring salespeople that
can’t or won’t prospect. The ideal situation is to have
an inside sales team or marketing department
generate ALL the leads. But the reality is a lot of
salespeople still need to generate some of their own
opportunities. Apply the EQ skill of delayed
gratification and slow down to speed up. Revamp
your hiring process and quickly weed out
salespeople that lack the will or skill to prospect.
Salespeople, stop with the Groundhog Day
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what time did you start your day if your sales
pipeline isn’t full?)
l No one is answering their phone or responding to
outreaches. (Apply the EQ skill of emotional self
awareness. Would you respond to you?) How
customized and compelling are your prospecting
outreaches?
#2: Salespeople  Use Your CRM System: Do you
really need to hear another Groundhog Day lecture

Colleen Stanley

from your boss on the importance of inputting your
conversations and meetings with prospects and
customers? Does your company really need to run
you over with a bus so you finally understand the
value of others knowing what you are saying and
doing with a prospect?
Be part of the solution, not another Groundhog
Day coaching conversation. Instead of hoping your
manager will give up, make suggestions and
recommendations for improvement  or ask for
additional training in better utilizing your CRM
system.
Sales managers, toughen up and put in
consequences for those that don’t enter
information into your CRM system. You probably
are tired of giving this Groundhog Day lecture, so
change your behavior. For example, if there is no
activity logged into an account, put that opportunity
up for auction and reassign it to another salesperson
 one that is using the CRM system.
#3: Sales Managers, Eliminate Groundhog Day
Sales Meetings. Sadly, sales meetings are a classic
case of Groundhog Day behavior. The team
members come in with their sales pipeline reports.
Roll call begins, followed by denial, excuses and
boredom.
Make your sales meetings development
meetings. Your No. 1 goal is to have your
salespeople leaving the meetings thinking, “That was
a great use of my time.” We constantly preach to
salespeople the importance of precall planning
before conducting appointments. Precall planning is
equally important in effective sales meetings.
Salespeople, Apply the EQ Skill of Reality
Testing and Remove Unqualified Opportunities
From Your Pipeline. Stop saying things such as, “I
think ABC company is going to do something this
month.” (How would you like to be the CFO at your
company, trying to handle cash flow with the “I
think” strategy?) Do yourself a favor: Scrub your
sales pipeline, get rid of dead weight and focus only
on the best opportunities in 2018.

#4: Salespeople – Get Smart. No one wants to meet
with a dumb consultant or average salesperson.
Prospects and customers are busy, and wasting time
is not at the top of the priority list. Join a mastermind
group. Seek out the best salespeople from
noncompeting industries, and meet once a month to
share and discuss best sales practices. Read books,
listen to podcasts or enroll in a sales training course.
Research shows that selfactualized salespeople,
those on a journey of continuous learning and
improvement,
outperform
their
statusquo
counterparts.
Sales Managers, Create a Learning Culture. Model
what you expect. Start a book club and choose
books for the team to listen to or read. Review key
concepts and discuss how to apply new information
to your specific business during sales meetings.
Schedule a meeting with the company CFO so your
sales team better understands the business of
business. If your salespeople call on the economic
buyer, they better understand the key performance
metrics the CFO is measuring in order to make
purchasing decisions. .
#5: Everyone: Just Do It. Apply the famous Nike
quote and make a decision. Eliminate phrases such
as, “I am going to try ... probably will … think I will …”
By using these phrases, you’ve just told your brain
that you’re all talk, not action.
Are you serious about changing selling skills and
behaviors to prevent a Groundhog Day year in
sales? If you’re not, that’s OK, as long as you make
another decision: no complaining about your
n
Groundhog Day life and results.

Colleen Stanley is President of
SalesLeadership, Inc.and Best Selling Author
of Emotional Intelligence for Sales Success …”
Find out more here
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Customer Referrals:
Winning Initiative for SMBs
From the very beginning of
sales history, word of
mouth and the use of
customer endorsements to
shape or influence the
decisions of perspective customers has
been a proven, winning strategy for
customer growth.
ultiple research reports cite referrals and
the opinion of trusted others as having the
greatest ability to influence a customer
decision. We trust each other more than we do our
vendors or the random experts of the internet.
By providing outstanding customer experience
and value SMBs are able to generate positive
referrals, while poor experience and performance
will get the opposite.
Our customer growth research revealed that
CEOs from highgrowth companies rank customer
referrals as a top strategy for marketing and sales. In
a recent blog on Inc.com, I shared the following
insights on how to build a referral program based on
talent, training and technology.
Referrals are a lot more important to your
customer management strategy than you may think.

M
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In fact, research shows that CEOs rate customer
management as one of the top five decisions they
are facing.
Consider this: In a study of 1,352 CEOs from
small and midsize businesses (SMBs), Vistage
Research found that highgrowth businesses 
defined as companies with doubledigit growth –
ranked customer referrals as one of their top three
mostsuccessful strategies in marketing and sales. In
addition, 20 percent of these CEOs selected
referrals as their numberone marketing strategy.
So why aren't more SMBs enjoying this growth
boost from referrals? Quite simply, it's because they
lack a formal referral program. Many companies
approach referrals passively, expecting that their
customers will recommend them as long as they're
happy with a product or service. The problem is, this
unconscious strategy leads to unpredictable or
inconsistent referrals.
To better understand the inner workings of a
strong referral program, I recently reached out to
three experts in this area: John Goodman, vice
chairman of Customer Care Measurement &
Consulting; Ben Landers, president and CEO of Blue
Corona; and Colleen Stanley, president and founder
of SalesLeadership, Inc. What they shared  and
what our research confirms  is that a winning
referral program has three key components:

Joe Galvin

1. Talent  Individuals and teams are focused on
building meaningful human connections.
2. Training  Skills and processes are developed to
support a formal referral program.
3. Technology  Digital tools and platforms are
integrated to optimize and scale referral
activities.

share problemsand then address all problems
l Inform potential referrers of your ideal client,

both in terms of demographics and
psychographics, so they don't make assumptions
l Develop skills that directly connected to KPIs for
your referral programs
l Have the courtesy to ask permission before
introducing clients or partners to one another

Let's take a closer look at each of these.

Technology
Talent
Consciously building relationships with people 
whether they're existing customers, prospective
customers, influencers, referrers or those who are
referred  forms the foundation of a successful
referral program. To that end, your employees
should:
l Show gratitude to referrers by gifting them with

l

l

l
l

something special and personal (e.g., tickets to a
baseball game)
Deliver whiteglove service to prospective clients
that are referred to your company (e.g., provide a
dedicated phone line with direct access to a
senior leader)
Be upfront about potential customer problems
and offer suggestions for avoiding or solving
them
Exceed customers' expectations by delivering
above and beyond what you're actually selling
Dedicate time and effort to building meaningful
relationships with clients over the long term

Training
A company can't deliver on a referral program unless
its people are equipped with the right skills,
processes and tools. Train your teams to:
l Proactively

solicit complaintswhether by
implementing a Voice of the Customer system or
creating regular focus groups in which customers

Technology has the power to strengthen and scale
your referral activities, but it shouldn't be used as a
crutch for building relationships. Use it in
conjunction with talent and training, and remember
these best practices:
l Use CRM to organize referral activities, keep

employees accountable and support time
management, but don't use it as a replacement
for building relationships
l Keep track of KPIs, customer satisfaction rating,
customer complaints and your Net Promoter
Score so you can understand which of your
referral activities are working and which aren't
l Increase your online presence, whether by
creating an influencer campaign, encouraging
customers to share recommendations on digital
community forums, or simply posting success
stories on your website
l Invest in an automation platform to access
campaign templates and analytics, capture new
leads and sales, create alignment with social
activities, and help you organize your network of
referring customers, affiliates, influencers and
n
partners.

Hear more from our experts in our recent
webinar or download the Vistage Research
note: Building a winning customer referral
program and all of our public content at
www.Vistage.com/researchcenter
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You’ve Got Sales Enablement.
Now It’s Time for Sales Ennoblement
Sales enablement means
different things to different
people. It’s a catch-all term
that’s become important in
many sales organizations.
According to Brainshark, nearly 32% of
companies now have a formal sales
enablement department.
ales enablement is wellestablished. But is it
enough? To enable means to make someone
able or to make something easier. Giving
people competence, authority, tools, technology and
resources makes them more able to do their work.
Enablement, of course, also includes equipping
people through training, coaching, and tools.
But there’s something missing. Enablement isn’t
enough.
To ennoble means to elevate and respect or to
dignify. When we ennoble a person, we’re
acknowledging their worth and dignifying the value

S
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of their ideas and work. Ennoblement is what we do
to ensure others feel respected and valued.
Sales ennoblement is sorely lacking in many sales
organizations.
What ennoblement and enablement have in
common is the result: empowerment. People are
equipped through enablement and motivated
through ennoblement. If we want sellers to be ready
for buyer interactions and strengthened to achieve
their goals, we must use a combination of both
enablement and ennoblement.
The success of a sales organization largely
depends on the efforts of the sales team. I believe
CEB’s definition of employee engagement says it
best: “When employees feel an emotional
connection to their workplace, they apply additional
discretionary effort to their work.”
Research from “Great Leadership Creates Great
Workplaces” shows that specific leadership
behaviors foster that emotional connection.
Ennobling behaviors, such as recognition or
empowering employees to make their own
decisions, lead to emotional connections that

Deb Calvert

produce increased discretionary effort. The results
include higher levels of customer loyalty, increases
in topline revenue, and improved profit margins.
Additional discretionary effort on the part of
sellers isn’t something to be taken lightly. Most
studies report that only 20% of employees are highly
engaged, meaning that only 1 in 5 sellers is feeling
ennobled enough to be emotionally connected in
ways that drive results.
There’s another way that ennoblement matters.
Sellers must also ennoble their buyers. In Stop
Selling & Start Leading, our research with buyers and
stories from sellers explain exactly what sellers can
do to boost their effectiveness by doing more to
ennoble buyers. Here’s how one of the buyers in our
study described what she’s looking for during the
sales process:
“The ideal is when a seller promotes an
innovative or cuttingedge product, doing their best
to answer all the questions we have. Then they
invite our input so they can make relevant
adjustments based on our specific requirements.
Sometimes this is achieved through brainstorming
sessions where we give our input and, by the end of
the meeting, our contributions are recognized and
complemented. All this helps to build a strong
relationship between our company and the seller
that lasts for a long time.”
Ennoblement is far less expensive than
enablement, and companies don’t need dedicated
departments to deliver it.
The two biggest barriers I see are a lack of
awareness about how important ennoblement is and
a lack of sales manager training on why and how to
ennoble sellers. This is a clear case where many sales
managers simply “don’t know what they don’t
know.”
The lack of awareness stems from the fact that
we prioritize measurable outcomes and tangible
solutions. We can prove how many minutes an
enablement tool saves or how much ROI can be
produced with good sales coaching. It’s more
difficult (and takes longer) to show a clear ROI on

behavioral shifts in the management team.
Without awareness and appreciation of
ennoblement, sales managers likely won’t seek
training or resources on how to become more
ennobling. Instead, there’s a heightened focus on
enablement alone. Some enablement tools are seen
as “magic bullets” that will cure all that ails sales.
Then, when enablement efforts aren’t as successful
as expected, executives wonder what was missing.
Often, the answer is that the work of enabling
inadvertently made a seller feel a diminished sense
of worth or value.
In 2018, sales organizations who focus first on
ennobling sellers and buyers will gain a competitive
advantage. In an age where AI and technology are all
the rage, true and meaningful differentiation will
come from making people feel valued, worthy,
n
special, dignified and respected.

Deb Calvert is the coauthor of “Stop Selling &
Start Leading” and the president and founder
of People First Productivity Solutions.
Find out more here

In the Dark of the Night,
Every Cat’s a Leopard
This old Indian saying
provides great insight into
enterprise selling, because
it reminds us how
important it is to identify
and understand the information that
matters most about our key competitors.
e must not only know them and
understand them, but we must truly
account for them as well. This means
having the organizational capability to conduct
effective, customized, competitive analyses.
Unfortunately, most competitive analysis and
research efforts miss the mark.
Why? Because competitive analysis usually
comes in one of two popular flavors. First, there’s
the broadhorizon competitive outlook often
undertaken in business planning processes, typically
to validate the viability of strategic initiatives. The
information gained is certainly of value, but, by
design, the analysis investigates competition at a
general, somewhat superficial level as the objective
is simply to build a business case.
The other common theme involves extensive

W
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research and the collection of mounds of data –
basically, anything and everything that can be
tracked down about a specific competitor. This
yields a deep and wide view but lacks the focus to
provide the critical, targeted ammunition needed by
sales teams in specific situations. Even if an
organization has the time, energy and resources for
comprehensive competitive dives, much of what is
uncovered will go unused as it lacks the relevance
needed to deliver strategic value to sales teams
facing off in deals against specific competitors. And
if these types of intense analytical investigations are
conducted on every potential competitor, there
won’t be much time left for the sales teams to do
anything else.
So, what can you do? How can you turn on the
lights to see if the cat that’s lurking in the shadows is
a leopard or only a Siamese kitten?
The answer: choose a third flavor. Start with a
targeted framework, identifying ten critical focus
areas connected to a specific competitor you face in
a pursuit:
l
l
l
l

Facts
Products/Services
Performance
Markets

Brian Sullivan

l
l
l
l
l
l

People
Positioning
Value Proposition/Pricing
Accounts
Strengths/Weaknesses
Plans

In this focused framework, what matters is only the
information that is particularly relevant regarding the
connections to the specific competitor in a particular
deal. Information that is, in a word, impactful. In an
enterprise account pursuit, there is a tremendous
amount of activity and a great deal of information in
the air. You have to be laserfocused in cutting
through the irrelevant information to touch and feel
that which is truly pertinent. That’s not to say that
details about a competitor that are irrelevant in one
specific deal are irrelevant overall. Information that
has little or no impact in one scenario involving a
competitor may be extremely valuable in another
situation involving the same adversary. And given
the frequency with which we see the same
competitors across many deals in the enterprise
selling world, it’s highly likely that all competitive
information will be valuable at some point in our
battles. But it’s the understanding that certain
competitive details have no bearing on a specific
deal that earns you the right to decide to simply not
focus on them, targeting, instead the truly impactful
information. For you can’t afford to squander
precious resources on unnecessary education.
Wasted energy and effort can cripple a pursuit, to
say nothing of the significant opportunity costs that
result. As such, your focus must be on the impactful
information, the information that makes a real
difference, the information that that helps win deals!
Consider, for example, the “People” section in the
competitive framework. Some datadriven analyses
dictate deep dives into organization charts and
extensive research into a competitor’s top
executives. If it’s true that the competitor’s Clevels
are really relevant to a specific pursuit and can
directly impact success, then this focus is spot on

and absolutely appropriate. But how often is that
actually the case? In reality, a specific pursuit may
dictate that the real focus be on other competitive
players: perhaps the sales rep you frequently face or
the vertical expert with deep experience in your
prospect’s industry. Your ability to understand and
strategize against these key players may well be the
difference between success or failure. Impactful?
For sure.
Only you know who is most impactful. Identify
them and learn about them but don’t try to learn
about everyone. And this same mindset of gathering
only the truly relevant information applies to the
other sections in the framework in exactly the same
way.
The ten detail areas cover a wide landscape.
Some, of course, will be more relevant than others,
dictating the amount of focus needed. What’s
critical, though, is that the focus be completely deal
specific. And your evaluation of the ten areas
dictates your next steps – specific, datebound
actions with defined responsibility designations. This
provides the clarity that’s mandatory in team selling
initiatives, where assembling people from across the
organization can often cause confusion. And taking
these actions will greatly increase your chances of
success against a specific competitor in a specific
deal. Or, they’ll earn you the right to make the
conscious business decision to exit a pursuit based
on what you’ve learned. Knowing whether to
continue or to exit, dictated by meaningful
information, is a real gift.
In enterprise selling, you face sophisticated
adversaries who come prepared. Learn what’s truly
important, account for it and make the proper
adjustments. And remember  it’s not the research
you conduct that matters, but the impact arising
n
from the actions you take!

Brian Sullivan is VicePresident of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at Sandler Training.
Find out more here
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Research Reveals Why Your
Best Sellers Ignore Your Sales Process
Have you ever seen a child
who’s just received the gift
of a plastic toy hammer?
Preferably your memory of
this includes the child
wearing a colorful fake hardhat and a
flimsy tool belt too, but the most
important image is the plastic toy hammer.
hat’s the first thing the child does with
the hammer? He starts hitting everything
in reach. The walls, the refrigerator, his
sister, the dog. Pretty much everything except a nail
gets the same treatment – a purposeful whack with
the new toy.
Have you ever seen a salesperson who’s just
received the gift of a new sales process? Preferably
your memory of this includes some PowerPoint
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slides, a planning tool, and some role plays in a hotel
ballroom. What’s the first thing a dutiful salesperson
does with the process? He starts hitting every sales
prospect in sight. Big prospects, small prospects,
new prospects, old customers. Pretty much every
buyer gets the same treatment – a purposeful whack
with the new process.
Okay, perhaps this comparison is a little unfair…
To the child. In reality, the child was given an
inexpensive toy intended to provide a few moments
of joyful play. The salesperson, on the other hand,
was given a very expensive tool intended to help him
earn a better living. But ultimately the result will be
the same – both the hammer and the sales process
will be brandished for a short while before being
unceremoniously stored on a shelf.
If you’ve been in sales for even a few years, you’ll
recognize this routine. I won’t bother to name all of
the popular sales processes that you’ve probably
discarded in your career, but chances are you can

Jason Jordan

name a few. So, what’s going on here?
There’s only one reason salespeople abandon a
sales process: They don’t think it works. And most of
the time, it’s not that the process doesn’t work – it’s
that it doesn’t work in every situation. A new
account planning process might work well for large
accounts, but not for small prospects. A call planning
process might be perfect for winning new
customers, but not for growing existing accounts. In
almost every case we can recall, a new sales process
works for something… It just doesn’t work for
everything.
And that’s why most sales processes are
abandoned. They are great hammers, but modern
salespeople need more than hammers – they need
the entire box of tools. They need account planning
processes for large accounts and call planning
processes for prospects. They need territory plans
to prioritize their effort and opportunity plans to win
long sales cycles. When you give salespeople a
hammer and they use it to bang on a screw, they
toss it aside because they think ‘it doesn’t work.’ Of
course the hammer works, but only on nails.
I was introduced last year to new research by
Florida State University professor Leff Bonney, who
has some fascinating data to support this
observation. His research reveals that top
salespeople actually do use an entire box of tools. In
his terms, they exhibit ‘adaptive’ or ‘agile’ selling
behaviors that employ the right sales strategies to fit
each situation they encounter. They assess when
each tool is needed, and they possess the skills to
use them all. And consequently, they win more
deals.
Interestingly, Dr. Bonney’s research confirms this
fact from the customer’s point of view. 83% of
buyers he surveyed said that a salesperson’s ability
to adjust their sales strategy was a major factor in
the buyer’s purchase decision. Yet the same buyers
claim that only 12% of sellers are good at adapting
their approach. Only a fraction of salespeople are
agile enough to utilize the right process in the right
situation, and those are the sellers that win the most

deals. From a customers’ perspective, that’s a great
thing. But how does that same phenomenon look
from a sales leader’s point of view?
These highly agile salespeople are those very
same scoundrels who have abandoned your new
sales process! They’ll probably use it on occasion,
whenever it’s the right thing to do. But they are just
as likely to toss it aside and ‘wing it’ in front of a
prospect. And in many cases, they’re doing the right
thing. They’re responding to the situation in front of
them – using a hammer on the nails and a
screwdriver on the screws.
Dr. Bonney tells the story of a company that
deployed a formal sales process with great fanfare
and enthusiasm. Some time later, they quantitatively
assessed how closely their salespeople were
adhering to the process, and they were surprised to
discover that their top performers consistently
scored the worst! Their best salespeople had already
concluded that the new process didn’t work in every
situation, and they were using it sparingly – only
when it was appropriate. Good for them… and their
customers.
So what’s to be done with this insight? Do we
conclude that we should no longer deploy sales
processes? Of course not. What we need to do is
deploy a suite of sales processes and then educate
our salespeople when to use each. We need to
institutionalize agility so that all our sellers
demonstrate the discretion of the 12% who do it
intuitively. Then all of the hammers will fall on
anxiously awaiting nails – not unsuspecting
refrigerators, siblings, or pets. Your sales processes
will finally be embraced. As will your salespeople by
n
their grateful customers.

Jason Jordan is a founding partner of Vantage
Point Performance, a global sales
management training and development firm
focused on sales managers. Sign up for
Vantage Point’s newsletter to stay up to date
with the latest sales manager research and
best practices.
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The People Vector in Sales
I see resistance every day
in how sellers—especially
seasoned ones in mature
B2B markets—view the
digital economy (and social
media especially) as something that’s at
odds with personalized selling.
or example one of my clients, a 100 year old
resources company is just this year rolling out
their first CRM to their sellers and have asked
me to help them improve adoption and reduce
resistance.
Personalized selling and the digital economy are
not at odds. Instead, technology amplifies our work.
It makes it possible for us to connect meaningfully
with more people in less time. And because it offers
that same potential to everyone—there’s no barrier
to entry in this digital marketplace—you cannot
afford to view this as nicetohave addon to your
selling process. And you definitely can’t treat it like a
nuisance and ignore it.

F
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Direction and magnitude mean everything
We still sell to people and people still buy from
people. What’s changed is what I call the People
Vector: the direction and magnitude of how we do
business with each other. The personal aspect of
sales has always been important. It still is. Only now
it’s massive in scope and in potential.
Thirty years ago, (when I started selling) a seller
sold to a relatively short list of people, usually in a
single territory and those sales were influenced by
only one or two influencers such as a trusted advisor
or a peer referral. Today, you sell millions by
reaching populations measured in billions and in
economies measured in trillions. These people are all
connected, and they are talking to each other,
influencing your ability to sell constantly. Online and
offline, whether you are listening or not. For
example a small business client of mine thought I
was crazy that they need to be engaging in twitter
conversations. They exclaimed “Colleen we are not
on twitter so the tool has no influence on our sales
process!” We looked, and while they did not have an
official @company name twitter handle that was not

Colleen Francis

stopping buyers and prospects from having
conversations about them…behind their digital back

Amazonification of B2B sales
Today, there’s an entire network of people out there
who can either help or hinder your ability to sell
more. It’s your job now to influence those
connections.
That’s why I talk so often now about the
Amazonification of sales in the B2B environment.
Your buyer today expects the same experience
buying industrial equipment as they do buying
consumer goods. They employ the same process to
inform their decision to buy. Going online, they look
at what others have to say about their own buying
experience. They trust other buyers whose needs
align with to their own. Then—and only then—they
contact you.
This behavior is well documented, including what
the CEB / Gartner Group found in a new study.
Looking at sales transactions today, they found only
17 percent of a buyer’s time is spent talking to sales
reps. The rest of their time is spent talking to peer
groups online, researching the problem they have in
search of the right solution.
For some sellers, this means having to separate
how they feel about social media and technology
from the facts about today’s marketplace. You might
not like using these tools, but the reality is that your
customers sure do. Like it or not, the People Vector is
here, and it’s already changed the way people make
their buying decisions.

Be seen as a fivestar seller even in the B2B
space
Your B2B customer wants to be able to only
consider sellers who have four and fivestar ratings.
You might point out that Amazon only does that for
B2C sellers. That’s missing the point. I’m talking
about a way of thinking and about how you are
perceived in the marketplace. Your customers are

seeking out proof that you’re as good as you claim to
be. Your willingness to engage them online—
whether it’s the share what you know or to address
customer concerns—gives them a strong indication
of how well you understand their needs and how
motivated you are to do business with them.
How do you apply that Amazon way of selling in
B2B’s more complex selling environment?
Start asking for and posting user reviews. The
most common reason why businesses don’t have
reviews is because they’ve never asked their
customer for one.
Tell stories that matter to your customer. Case
studies need to do more than showcase what a great
job you did working with a customer. They must
show the customer’s journey, told in such a way that
a prospect can see themselves in the problem that
you helped solve.
Get on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube with the goal of being helpful to others.
Nobody wants to be sold to. What they want is to
connect with others who understand the challenges
they have, and who can demonstrate having the
knowledge and capacity to help them overcome
those challenges. Make connections, share relevant
stories, highlight your expertise with tips, and
showcase your client’s success in action
If you ignore this People Vector, you run the risk
of either missing the friction points where your
customers are talking about disappointing
experiences after buying from you and your
competitors. Or you miss out on conversations
where people are saying great things about you and
you don’t leverage those comments and apply those
insights.
Get it right and today’s market is yours. Get it
n
wrong and you’re gone.

Colleen Francis is President and Founder of
Engage Selling Solutions and bestselling
author of Nonstop Sales Boom.
Find out more here
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What Does It Mean To
“Really Add” Customer Value?
The experts are telling us
that in today's economic
environment if you want to
keep and build your
customer base then you
need to learn to add value.
alue is your differentiator, value is what will
make you standout from your competition.
So what does that mean to “really” add value?
Isn’t it enough that you deliver a high quality product
or service to the prospects and customers who want
it, why do you have to add value?
In today’s marketplace what you sell, your
product has become a commodity. Think about it
from the customer’s view, in this day and age of the
Internet and global competition, it not the product
your customers are buying it is the experience they
want. In other words the extra added value they

V
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believe they are getting. So no it is not enough to
just to deliver a high quality product you have to add
customer value.
To really add value you need to be more
proactive, more tuned in, and more action oriented
when it comes to creating the customer experience.
You need to create the opportunities to provide the
kinds of things that make your customers say “wow.”
Things that make them tell their friends about you
and best of all those things that keep them coming
back. It is value that makes customers emotionally
connect to your company, and understand that
doing business with you is different (better) than
with your competitors.
Adding value is more art than science. It needs to
be consistent and seamless for your customers. Best
way to explain value is to show you, show you a
missed opportunity to add customer value.
Last week, I received a letter from our estate
attorney. The letter was asking my husband and I to

Meridith Elliott Powell

contact their office to set up an appointment if we
before I received it. Why? It is clear to me they do
had any questions or concerns about our estate. The
not really listen to what I say. The very fact that I got
letter also asked that if we preferred to be contacted
a letter asking me if I would prefer to communicate
by email to simply call the office.
in email, after I have already told them I do. The very
Well, that sounds like a pretty good letter right?
fact that I have shared my schedule with them over
They were offering to help if we had questions, and
and over, yet they still try to schedule me on
even went so far as to ask how we would prefer to
Tuesday and Thursday, and lastly the reference to
communicate in email, call or in
how busy my attorney's schedule is
person. Well, let’s look a little closer,
made it sound as if they are doing me
while they technically did everything
a favor in setting this appointment.
right, they missed the opportunity to
So what could our attorney have
Well,
that
really add value.
done to “really’ add customer value,
Here is the rest of the story. I have
and what can you do to use value to
sounds like a
been clients there for over three
stand out from your competition?
pretty
good
letter
years, and I always communicate
First, make a commitment to get
through email. I made it clear right
to
know
your customers and listen to
right? They were
from the start, with all of our service
them. Take notes, make lists of what
offering to help if is important to them and what they
providers, that the best way to
communicate with us is through email
we had questions, need to feel important.
or via cell phone. Part of adding value
Two, remember! If you asked a
and even went so question about how they want to be
is being easy to do business with, and
understanding (and remembering)
far as to ask how serviced, then remember it. While
how your customers communicate is
asking questions is part of adding
we would prefer to value, listening and followingthru as
a big part of that.
As I did have questions, I went on
it relates to their needs is what
communicate in
to email the office to schedule our
completes the process.
email,
call
or
in
appointment asking for a Friday about
Third, be proactive. Offering ideas,
three to four weeks out. The
and ways to improve your clients
person.
response, that I received via phone
experience before they ask is what
call, was that our attorney was not
really makes you standout from your
available on that date, and I was given
competition.
some Tuesday and Thursday mornings she had time
In today’s marketplace competition is fierce, the
to meet. Now again, I have been clients for three
consumer is far more selective, and the available
years, and each time I schedule appointments I have
cash to spend on services is limited. Do yourself,
to remind them both my husband and I are with
your business, and most importantly your customer
client Monday to Thursday and we can only meet on
a favor, and listen to them, acknowledge their needs,
Fridays.
and remember the unique aspects of your
The assistant also informed me I needed to
relationship with them. Your return on investment
n
schedule ASAP, as my attorney is ver busy and those
will be worth your time.
dates were not guaranteed to remain available.
I trust that my attorney wants us to feel valued
Meridith Elliott Powell is the CEO of
and engaged as clients. But, at the close of this letter
MotionFirst. Find more here
I felt more emotionally disconnected than I had

“

”
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2018 Annual Sales & Leadership Summit

Will You Breakthrough 2018?
Are you looking for a one-stop shop for sales and management
training? You won’t want to miss the 2018 Annual Sales &
Leadership Summit! Join thousands of professionals in the
industry for continued learning and growth.
You will have the opportunity to:
• Participate in sales, management, and advanced
strategies sessions
• Identify best practices for real world application
• Network and collaborate with top sales and management
professionals

March 15th & 16th, 2018

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Learn more and reserve your seat today!
©2017 Sandler Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. S Sandler Training (with design) is a registered service mark of Sandler Systems, Inc.

Top Sales World in 2018

Top Sales World in 2018

efore I share our plans for 2018, it is worth
reflecting on what we achieved last year. Not
unnaturally, the initiative that took up the
most time was the highly successful TSW17
European Sales Enablement Summit in London. I am
delighted to report that we achieved all of our
objectives, which convinced me to start planning
TSW18  more about that shortly. If you haven’t
seen the images from TSW17, you will find them
here.

B

The 2017 Top Sales Academy was the best yet and
we delivered 27 superb presentations, which were
highly professional, informative and occasionally,
amusing!
We launched the weekly newsletter, “Around
Top Sales World in 7 Days” providing everyone with
the opportunity to catch up with anything they
missed, and it has become very popular.
The daily/weekly resources we promote such as
Top 10 Posts, audio tips, Tiffani Bova’s “What’s
Next!” podcasts, and even my occasional JF
Interviews (https://topsalesworld.com/jfinterview
series/) always attract a lot of attention and will
continue to feature heavily this year.
Top Sales Awards, Top 50 Sales Books and Top

50 Sales Blogs all appear to still have a lot of life in
them and so I cannot envisage a Top Sales World
without them!
Finally, no annual review of TSW would be
complete without mentioning Top Sales Magazine.
Everyone seems to love the new design and last year
we were very proud to include superb contributions
month after month.
Now, on to 2018 … far fewer changes than you
were possibly expecting!
In terms of daily/weekly/monthly resources on
the TSW site, we are going to add daily video tips.
We will promote one podcast every week – Tiffani
and I will alternate. The JF Interviews will, therefore,
be longer.
We are also going to reintroduce the monthly
Sales Roundtables. These will typically consist of
four guests with me acting as host/referee. We
anticipate lively debates around significant topics.
Top Sales Academy will go ahead in March/April
and then again in October/November.
As I mentioned earlier, Top Sales Awards, Top 50
Sales Books and Top 50 Sales Blogs will stay for
2018, as will the weekly Top 10 Posts and “Around
Top Sales World in 7 Days”
We have every intention of expanding the
eLibrary extensively this year, and I will keep you
briefed on our progress.
No changes to Top Sales Magazine except you
will have already noticed a fresher and more
attractive front cover.
TSW18 will consist of 2 conferences and will
again be held in London. I will bring you more news
on the venue, speaker lineup etc. very, very soon.
Amazing to think that the TSW project has now
entered its 12th year.
Jonathan Farrington
CEO
Top Sales World
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Top Partner of the Month

Our 2018 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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